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We analyze a t2g double-exchange system where the orbital directionality of the itinerant degrees
of freedom is a key dynamical feature that self-adjusts in response to doping and leads to a phase
diagram dominated by two classes of ground-states with zigzag and checkerboard patterns. The
prevalence of distinct orderings is tied to the formation of orbital molecules that in one-dimensional
paths make insulating zigzag states kinetically more favorable than metallic stripes, thus allowing for
a novel doping-induced metal-to-insulator transition. We find that the basic mechanism that controls
the magnetic competition is the breaking of orbital directionality through structural distortions and
highlight the consequences of the interorbital Coulomb interaction.
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Transition metal (TM) oxides are fascinating materi-
als characterized by a subtle interplay between charge,
spin and orbital degrees of freedom, which in many cases
gives rise to complex types of collective behavior. Though
firstly thought as a prerogative of 3d systems [1, 2], this
class of phenomena seems now to be ubiquitous in 4d and
5d ones [3, 4]. A key role in their occurrence is played
on one side by the frustrated localized-itinerant nature of
the magnetic correlations, and on the other side by the
peculiar orbital dependent electron dynamics in partially
filled eg and t2g sectors of d-shells. Prototype examples
of electronic self-organization are provided by the mag-
netic and charge orders detected in layered manganites
[5–7] and nickelates [8].

The formation of spin-charge density modulations is
strongly related to the orbital character of the electronic
system as demonstrated by the dominant role of lattice
distortions in itinerant eg systems [9–11] compared with
the spin-orbital exchanges in models of insulating t2g
electrons [12, 13]. More unexplored is the case of partially
localized t2g electrons in sistems with low dimensional-
ity and competing magnetic correlations. In this con-
text, new phenomena have recently been observed and
investigated in hybrid oxides with partial substitution
of inequivalent TM ions [14–18]. Particularly fascinat-
ing are the Mn-doped layered Sr-ruthenates that repre-
sent a paradigmatic example of non-trivial coupling be-
tween itinerant ferromagnetic (FM) and localized anti-
ferromagnetic (AF) degrees of freedom [19, 20] in the
doped t2g sector with a resulting metal-insulator transi-
tion (MIT) [20–23] and magnetic order [19, 20, 22, 24–26]
that are decoupled and robust over a large range of dop-
ing [21, 22, 25].

In this Letter, we show general features of orbitally
directional double-exchange (DE) layered systems as a
novel metal-to-insulator transition and two predominant
types of orderings within the phase diagram. DE mech-
anism is known to be at the origin of itinerant ferro-
magnetism in eg systems and, when the superexchange

between localized spins is considered, to yield exotic mag-
netic structures [9, 27–34] and other states based on
electronic self-organization [11, 35], whose stability often
relies on additional microscopic couplings, and is con-
fined to specific electron densities. In the orbitally direc-
tional DE system, we show that the formation of orbital
molecules, within one dimensional (1D) FM configura-
tions, is crucial to have insulating zigzag patterns that
are energetically more favorable than metallic straight
stripes, thus allowing for a novel kind of MIT. We find
that, due to the orbital directionality, the competition
between AF and FM correlations in layered systems
makes antiferromagnetically coupled FM zigzag stripes
and checkerboard clusters (Fig. 1) the dominant patterns
in the phase diagram over a large range of doping. We
demonstrate how the breaking of the orbital directional-
ity as well as the inclusion of the Coulomb interaction can
significantly affect the zigzag-checkerboard competition
and lead to orbital/charge ordering in the ground-state.

The model Hamiltonian is

H =
∑
i,σ

∑
α,β=a,b

γ̂=â,b̂,ĉ

tγ̂,αβ

(
d†i,ασdi+γ̂,βσ + h.c.

)
− JH

∑
i,α=a,b

siα · Si + JAF
∑

i,γ̂=â,b̂

Si ·Si+γ̂ + U ′
∑
i

ni,ani,b ,

where d†i,ασ is the electron creation operator at the site

i with spin σ for the orbital α. For convenience (a, b, c)
indicate the (yz, xz, xy) orbitals which are perpendicu-

lar to the corresponding bond direction, with â, b̂, and ĉ
being the unit vectors along the lattice symmetry direc-
tions. ni,α is the local electron density for the orbital α,

siα = 1
2d
†
i,α,m~σm,mdi,µ,n and Si denote the spins for the

dxz/yz and dxy orbitals, respectively. tγ̂,αβ is the nearest-
neighbor hopping amplitude between the orbitals α and
β for the bond along the γ̂. We take the tetragonal am-
plitudes tâ,bb = tb̂,aa = −t with t as energy scale unit.

JH stands for the Hund coupling between localized and
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FIG. 1. (color online). Schematic view of layered t2g sys-
tems with dxz/yz itinerant degrees of freedom and different
antiferromagnetic and orbital patterns: (a) two-site segment
zigzag z2 (E-phase), (b) straight stripes st, and (c) 2 × 2 -
cell checkerboard c2. Doubled lines denote the constrained
hopping for dxz/yz orbitals in undistorted system. (d) sketch
of the hoppings for embedded 1D paths (thick lines); stripe st
and zigzag z4, z3 and z2 phases. For each site there are two
orbital flavors (dots) a and b, black (red) color marks active
(inactive) orbitals. The arcs mark bonds where hopping is
allowed.The structure is repeated in the second layer. The
wiggly line denotes the onsite interorbital coupling U ′.

itinerant electrons while JAF is the AF superexchange
of c orbitals. The hole doping x leads to d3xz/yz-d

2
xz/yz

partial substitution. We consider that JAF follows from
virtual charge excitations in the presence of strong on-
site Coulomb interaction and we focus on the Hund cou-
pling and the interorbital Coulomb interaction U ′ for the
xz/yz orbitals. This assumption is also motivated by
the connection between DE and orbital-selective-Mott
physics [36–38]. To determine the ground-state (GS) the
local spins are considered as Ising variables [39].

We start by dealing with isolated 1D-FM paths in a
two-dimensional (2D) layered structure for the undis-
torted noninteracting case (U ′ = 0). The model (1)
is solved for all the allowed 1D configurations made of
straight stripe (st) and zigzag patterns (zn) with n-atom
segments (Fig. 1(d)). In the st case, one orbital is blocked
and the other one is itinerant, while the zigzag has both
orbitals active along the corresponding segments. The
dxz/yz connectivity for the zigzag profiles can be mapped
on a 1D view as reported in Fig. 1(d). For any zigzag, the
GS is insulating and it factorizes in product of orbital ac-
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FIG. 2. (color online). Ground state diagram for embedded
1D FM patterns as a function of the hole doping x and the
c-axis hoppings tĉ,aa and tĉ,bb at U ′ = 0. AFc denotes c-axis
AF alignment. Unlabeled regions denote zn zig-zag phases
with n > 4.

tive electronic configurations within each segment. Due
to the freedom of one or two itinerant channels, the is-
sue is to determine which path lowers the kinetic energy
when doping the system. In Fig. 2 we report the GS
diagram as a function of doping and interlayer hopping
tĉ,aa/bb. We note that below half-filling (x < 0.5) the
z2 zigzag pattern is the dominant state, reflecting the
general tendency, induced by doping, to avoid electron
propagation along straight stripes.

To get more insight, it is instructive to compare the GS
energy of z2 and st at x = 0 and for the monolayer case.
The st-path has a total energy per site equal to −4t/(2π).
On the other hand, the z2 ground state is made of discon-
nected two-atom clusters with filled bonding and empty
antibonding configurations. Hence, the GS energy per
site is equal to −t and it is lower than that of the st con-
figuration. The robustness of z2 relies on the possibility
to fill only bonding states and to avoid configurations
with nodes in the confined segments. We argue that the
st state is generally unstable towards the formation of a
molecular configuration where electrons condense in the
lowest energy state and tend to minimize the nodes in
the quantum wave-function.

A striking feature of the 1D diagram is that the doping-
induced transition from metallic st to insulating z2 state
goes through many intermediate zigzag configurations
having long unit segments. This represents an unusual
type of MIT with a breakdown of metallic paths into
zigzag insulating ones. When considering the bilayer sys-
tem, the flat orbitals acquire itinerancy along the inter-
layer direction (Fig. 1(a)) and compete with the in-plane
z2 bonding. The result is the stabilization, at low and
high doping, of larger zigzag configurations (z3 and z4)
as well as straight stripes. We find that a change of the
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FIG. 3. (color online). Phase diagram of the 2D t2g-DE
model for the bilayered system vs doping x and JAF , with no
distortions, U ′ = 0 and in the presence of octahedral tilting
angle θ: θ = 0◦ (top side plot, left vertical scale) and θ = 10◦

(bottom side plot, right vertical scale). FM and AF-FMc
denote FM/AF layers with FM c-axis alignment. Unlabeled
regions are zn and cn phases with n > 6. The parameters
used are at θ = 0: JH = 100t and tâ,bb/tĉ,aa(bb)=0.8 t (for
θ = 10◦ see Ref. 39).

hopping amplitude around the doped site does not af-
fect much the phase boundaries mostly due to the robust
insulating character of the zn states.

In order to address the role of dimensionality we con-
sider a double-layered system for a representative value
of tetragonal anisotropy, i.e. tâ,bb/tĉ,aa(bb)=0.8 t. The
results are obtained assuming the Hund coupling as the
dominant energy scale, i.e. JH = 100t. Smaller values
of JH (i.e. JH = 10 t and 5 t) have also been consid-
ered and modify the diagram by reducing the area of
stability of large size zn and cn patterns, slightly shift-
ing the boundaries of the z2 and c2 phases. Search for
spin patterns has been also performed in representative
points of the diagram by means of Montecarlo simula-
tions employing the Metropolis algorithm. This analy-
sis confirms the zigzag and checkerboard phases as the
dominant ones. As shown in Fig. 3, FM and AF-FMc
states occur at small and large JAF amplitudes. The
AF-FMc is made of AF layers coupled ferromagnetically.
The high doping regime, i.e. x > 0.8, exhibits a major
tendency towards st phase (Fig. 1(b)), which may be
relevant for layered systems with hole doped Mn4+ man-
ganites or vanadates [40–42]. Since the dxy band does not
hybridize along the c-direction, the effective AF coupling
is vanishing and the interlayer ferromagnetism is always
favored, except close to x = 1 due to the Pauli princi-
ple. As expected from the 1D study, the z2 zigzag states
(Fig. 1(a)), are energetically favorable. However, they are
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FIG. 4. (color online). Phase diagram of the monolayer
tetragonal system with U ′ = 0 (a) and U ′ = 10 t (b).

quasi degenerate with checkerboard states (cn), made of
n×n FM clusters that are coupled antiferromagnetically
(Fig. 1(c) for the c2 configuration). This result primarily
arises from the fact the z2 and c2 electronic spectra are
identical in the unit block due to the t2g orbital direc-
tionality. The coupling between AF spin domains brings
corrections of the order of 1/JH in the dispersion and is
responsible for the degeneracy removal and the cascade of
doping induced transitions between z2 and c2. Rotation
and tilting of the octahedra with respect to the c-axis are
the main processes that break the orbital directionality
of the dxz/yz orbitals. To study their consequences we
have employed a general approach based on the Slater-
Koster rules [39, 43] The rotation does not modify the
phase diagram boundaries because the hopping matrix
transformation for the dxz/yz can be gauged away in the
kinetic term. Then, it can only lead to transitions via
a renormalization of JAF . The tilting mixes dxz/yz or-
bitals [39] and thus breaks the directional disconnection
resulting in the removal of the quasi-degeneracy between
the zigzag and checkerboard states (Fig. 3). The effects
are more evident close to x = 0.5 where tilting favors the
c2 state. Moreover, by reducing the interlayer diagonal
hopping it makes z2 appearing at a lower doping down
to x ∼ 0.3 as in the 1D case.

We now discuss the role played by the U ′ interorbital
Coulomb interaction [44–46]. We notice that U ′ is mani-
festly distinct for the zigzag and checkerboard patterns as
due to the interplay of the pattern configuration and t2g
directionality. In the checkerboards U ′ frustrates the con-
fined dxz/yz charge motion in the spin-polarized blocks.
On the contrary, in the zigzag there is an explicit differ-
ence for U ′ at the inner and the corner sites (Fig. 1).
To deepen such comparison we focus on the tetragonal
monolayer system. Inside the zigzag units one of the two
orbitals is localized and the charge degree of freedom be-
haves like a classical variable. Then, the intra-segment
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interacting problem maps into the 1D Falicov-Kimball
model [47] whose itinerant spinless electrons in the ac-
tive dxz/yz orbitals locally couple to a classical variable
describing the density of the inactive ones. At the corner
sites, it is not possible to have a classical behavior and
U ′ is fully quantum as the orbital electron density varies
between zero and one depending on the intra-segment
electronic configuration. The emerging low energy sce-
nario is particularly clear for the z2 state. One can show
that the interacting problem can be exactly mapped into
an Ising model in a transverse field. Then, the GS is
made of domain walls that propagate along the zigzag
path controlled by the ratio U ′/t. Such modes generally
allow for a kinetic energy gain. For larger zigzag patterns
the inner-corner electronic separation leads to enhanced
electron-hole correlations at the corner to avoid U ′ and
the GS exhibits a tendency to an asymmetric charge dis-
tribution inside the zigzag block.

In order to quantitatively account for the role of U ′

we employ an exact diagonalization study based on the
Lanczos algorithm, simulating both zigzag and checker-
board patterns with different cluster size [39]. In Fig. 7
we report the phase diagram for the 2D monolayer tetrag-
onal system at U ′=0 (a) and U ′ = 10 t (b). A general out-
come is that the intrablock kinetic energy is reduced by
U ′ and increases its competition with the AF exchange.
Such aspect is particularly relevant for the stability of the
checkerboard states as the AF energy contribution can-
cels out for all the zigzag states while, except for c2, it is
detrimental for the checkerboard configurations. Then,
the window of stability of the zigzag and checkerboard
states shrinks in terms of the JAF /t ratio. At low doping
the competition is purely of electronic origin as the AF
exchange is equivalent for the z2 and c2 states. It is worth
pointing out how U ′ drives the stability of the z2 state.
U ′ tends to kinetically frustrate the electron propagation
for both z2 and c2 and this effect is quite strong at low
doping. However, for z2 such constraint can be released
by the propagation of the interorbital defects along the
zigzag path. Such collective behavior is absent in the
checkerboard c2 configuration. Approaching the range
of doping where in the noninteracting limit longer zigzag
and checkerboard states compete (e.g. z3, z4 and c3), we
observe that U ′ favors the zigzag phases. This result is a
cooperative effect between U ′ and JAF because the inter-
action renormalizes the kinetic energy and then the AF
exchange can easily overcome the difference in the elec-
tronic contribution that makes the checkerboard patterns
more favorable in the range of doping close x=0.5. Above
half-filling, the density of minority spins is quite dilute
and the Coulomb interaction is not much influent. Hence,
the Coulomb interaction confirms the occurrence of a
doping induced MIT moving from a very dilute metal-
lic stripe (x ∼ 1) to intermediate long zigzag (x ∼ 0.5)
and dense short zigzag patterns (x ∼ 0) that is akin to
an electronic gas-to-liquid-to-crystal changeover. A dis-
tinct feature occurs when considering the charge profile
of the zigzag GS. We find that, among all the zigzags,

z3 state exhibits a GS with a charge density wave with
nonuniform electron density. The correlated z3 phase has
a charge and orbital ordering that remarkably can yield
a nonvanishing electric dipole in each zizag unit making
the single zigzag chain prone to a ferroelectric instability.

In summary, we have determined the spin-charge-
orbital modulated patterns that naturally emerge in or-
bitally directional t2g DE systems for an extended range
of doping and couplings. We argue that these results can
be of high relevance for understanding the phase diagram
of Mn-doped layered Sr-ruthenates or other oxides where
TM substitutions can lead to d3-d4 or d2-d3 charge dop-
ing in the t2g sector with a partial localization of one
orbital degree of freedom.

We thank A.M. Oleś and R. Jin for valuable dis-
cussions. W.B. acknowledges support by the Pol-
ish National Science Center (NCN), Project No.
2012/04/A/ST3/00331, and the Foundation for Polish
Science (FNP) within the START program.

I. SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL

In this section we present the parameterization used for
the hopping amplitudes between the dxz and dyzorbitals
in the presence of octahedral rotation and tilting with
respect to the c-axis. Furthermore, we provide extra
details about the methodology adopted for determin-
ing the phase diagram of the t2g orbitally degenerate
double-exchange model including the case with interor-
bital Coulomb interaction.

In order to analyze the role played by octahedral dis-
tortions, we have determined the modification of the hop-
ping amplitudes between the orbitals involved on a dis-
torted bond by means of the Slater-Koster rules [43].
Since the integrals that appear in the hopping term
rapidly decrease as a function of the distance between
the two selected atoms, one can restrict the analysis to
nearest neighbor sites. Let us then consider a single two-
center TM1-O (transition metal-oxygen) bond with TM1

located at R(TM1) and O at R(O), respectively. Follow-
ing Ref. [43], we take Wannier orbitals with respect to
a set of rectangular axes along the undistorted TM1-O
bonds. Then, the integrals between pi (i = x, y, z) and
dxy/xz/yz orbitals are parameterized in terms of the over-
lap amplitudes between the pdπ and ppσ ones and the
distance between the pairs of sites is taken into account
with respect to the TM1-O angle. For the latter, the di-
rection cosines of the vector R(O) − R(TM1), pointing
from one atom to the other, are given by (l,m, n) with
respect to the symmetry axes. The values of the needed
matrix elements can be taken directly from the table in
Ref. [43]. For instance, the integrals between two rep-
resentatives cases of p- and dxy/xz-orbitals which are of
interest for the model considered here can be expressed
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FIG. 5. Evolution of the effective hopping amplitudes be-
tween the a and b orbitals as a function of the tilting angle θ
along the â,b̂, and ĉ symmetry directions.

as

Epx,dxy (l,m, n)=
√

3l2m(pdσ) +m(1− 2l2)(pdπ)

Epz,dxz (l,m, n)=
√

3l2m(pdσ) + l(1− 2n2)(pdπ)

with (pdσ) [(pdπ)] being the overlap integral between the
dσ and pσ [dπ and pπ] orbitals. These integrals gener-
ally depend on the distance between the two considered
atoms. Similar expressions can be obtained for all the pi
(i = x, y, z) and dxy/xz/yz orbitals [43]. Using these am-
plitudes, we can determine for the undistorted bond the
effective hopping between neighboring transition metal
ions. As in the manuscript, we employ (a, b, c) to indi-
cate the (yz, xz, xy) orbitals which are perpendicular to

the corresponding bond direction with â, b̂, and ĉ being
the unit vectors along the lattice symmetry directions.
Then, the effective hopping between the b orbitals along
the â axis is given by

tâ,bb = Epz,dxz (1, 0, 0)× Epz,dxz (−1, 0, 0) = −(pdπ)2(1)

and the same is for tb̂,aa. In the absence of distortions

it is immediate to verify that tâ,ab = tb̂,ab = 0. For the

computational analysis, we assume the ratio of the over-
lap integrals to be (pdσ)/(pdπ) = 2.5 that is of an order
of magnitude that is common to layered oxides. Then,
for the undistorted case we set tâ,bb = tb̂,aa = −t for the

in-plane hopping with t being our unit of energy. For the
eg-dx2−y2 orbitals a similar calculation gives a tetragonal
hopping equal to −3/4(pdσ)2. Let us consider the ex-
pression of the effective hopping when the octahedra has
a tilting θ with respect to the c-axis. In this configura-
tion, the M1-O-M2 bond angle is different from 180◦ and
thus more than one cosine direction enters in the effective
hopping calculation. The result for the in-plane hopping
can be expressed as

tâ,bb =
∑
i

Epi,xz(l,m, 0)× Epi,xz(−l,m, 0) (2)

k
2

k1
k

2

k 1

(a)

(b)

FIG. 6. (color online). Schematic view of the lattice and
the elementary cell used for the calculation in the reciprocal
k-space of the (a) z3 phase and (b) c3 phase, respectively.
Different colors of the small squares denote sites with up and
down spin polarization. The elementary cells are marked with
thick lines with bright blue color. All the unit cells contain
a second layer for the bilayered structure having either the
same or an opposite spin polarization.

where l and m are proportional to cos(θ) and sin(θ), re-
spectively. Similar expressions can be obtained for the
rotation of the octahedra and for the effective hoppings
along the other M-O bond directions. In Fig. 5 we have
reported the evolution of the hopping amplitudes along
the various symmetry directions involving the a and b
orbitals scaled to the undistorted unit t. As one can
note, the tilting of the octahedra mainly affects the off-
diagonal hopping along the c-axis, i.e. tĉ,ab, which grows
from zero up to about tâ,bb/3 at θ ∼ 20◦. With respect to
the undistorted configuration the diagonal hopping ma-
trix elements exhibit a reduction of 40% when, for in-
stance, θ varies between 0 and 20◦. The tilt considered
in this paper is staggered and has a four-sublattice struc-
ture differing by the sign of the tilt angle or the tilt axis

being either â+ b̂ or â− b̂. This does not affect the absu-
lute values of the hopping amplitudes on different bonds
but induces alternating signs. In this case however the
alternation is such that it can be easily canceled by a
proper gauge transformation of the fermion operators on
a chosen sublattice.

Since there are no qualitative differences with the re-
sults presented in the main text, we report here for com-
pleteness the modification of the phase diagram at U ′ = 0
in the presence of another channel of electronic itiner-
ancy that is isotropic in the ab plane. This type of pro-
cess can mimic the valence fluctuation at the site of the
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transition metal atom, for instance induced by substitu-
tional doping, by adding an eg-dx2−y2 orbital to the DE
model. The selection of the eg-dx2−y2 orbital would be
dictated by the octahedral distortions. Due to the pos-
sibility of dx2−y2 electrons to propagate along the whole
zigzag path, there is a gain in kinetic energy that removes
the degeneracy between the z2 and c2 configurations with
a dominance of the zigzag state in the doping range of
about [0.25, 0.5] (Fig. 7). The st phase region almost dis-
appears and checkerboard states with large domain sizes
can get stabilized in the low and high doping region of
the diagram. The AF energy scale is modified here as
it reflects the difference in the amplitude of the pdσ and
pdπ hybridizations

Let us discuss the methodology applied for the deter-
mination of the one dimensional (1D) and two dimen-
sional (2D) phase diagram of the t2g double-exchange
model (Eq.1 in the main text). We start from the nonin-
teracting case at U ′ = 0. For the diagonalization of the
matrix Hamiltonian in the reciprocal k-space we have
used appropriate unit cells to reproduce the zig-zag and
checkerboard patterns (Fig. 6). The simulation has been
performed for a finite size system by having N1 elements
in the direction of the basis vector k1 and N2 along k2.
These cells are always selected in such a way that the
whole lattice is approximately a square of the size L×L
where L, for the computation, is typically taken to be
equal to 200 sites for the case of periodic boundary condi-
tions. A special case is the one of the undistorted lattice
where due to special symmetry of the matrix Hamilto-
nian a simulation with L up to 1000 sites can be easily
achieved. In order to test the dependence of the results
on the size of the lattice, clusters with up to L = 400 sites
have been employed. The diagonalization of the Hamil-
tonian within a single unit cell at given k1 and k2 is
done by a canonical transformation and then the ground
state energy is obtained by filling the energy levels up to
the Fermi level according to the doping concentration x.
For the undistorted case the canonical transformation in-

volves only sites lying along one line. Thus, it is possible
to study checkerboard phases with very large unit cells
since the matrices that have to be diagonalized are of the
order of 4n×4n where n is the size of a single FM domain.
Concerning the case in the presence of distortion, such
transformation involves a matrix of size 8n2× 8n2 which
significantly limits the maximal n that can be computed.
In the case of the 1D patterns when only the zn and the
st phases are considered, we use a very similar unit cell
as the one shown in Fig. 6 (a), but with only one zig-zag
segment inside the cell corresponding to a specific spin
polarization. For such circumstance, the simulation is
performed with number of cells N2 along the k2 direc-
tion in such a way that the total length of the chain is
not smaller than L = 1000.

Finally, we provide further technical details about the
methodology and the approach employed to determine
the ground state diagram when the interorbital Coulomb
interaction is added. We use an exact diagonalization
study based on the Lanczos algorithm and we simu-
late zigzag and checkerboard patterns with different size
length. Concerning the zigzag patterns, we take advan-
tage of the conservation of charge within one segment
that follows from the density-density nature of the in-
teraction and the absence of the interorbital hopping in
the undistorted system. One segment of the zn phase
contains n a(b)-orbital sites connected by the hopping t
and n− 2 b(a)-orbital sites that contribute only through
the occupation energy (and interlayer hopping if we deal
with the bilayer system). Thus, the problem of a zn-chain
maps into that of interacting molecules containing 2n−2
pseudospins with T = 1/2 where the total T z is con-
served in each molecule. For the presented calculations
we take the following total numbers of segments N for
a given unit length n, i.e., the pairs of {n,N}: {2, 18},
{3, 8}, {4, 6}, {5, 4}, {6, 3}, {7, 2} and {8, 2}. For the
straight chain the number of a and b-orbital sites is the
same and equal to the chain length L that we assume to
be L = 20. The magnetizations in the zigzag segments
and the occupations of the non-active orbitals are good
quantum numbers in the problem. Hence, for each sys-
tem we can directly determine the lowest energies in all
the subspaces identified by the previous mentioned quan-
tities. All the systems are solved with periodic boundary
conditions. We use the translation invariance to reduce
the total number of configurations. In case of the checker-
board phases the approach is similar; checkerboard cell
of the size n×n consists of 2n molecules of n pseudospins
T = 1/2 interacting by a density-density interaction that
conserves the total T z. Both orbitals are itinerant in the
basic unit cell, thus the orbital occupations are not con-
served quantities. The uniform FM phase is simulated
by the largest checkerboard cell considered here, which
is 4 × 4 assuming periodic boundary conditions. Such
methodology is particularly beneficial for obtaining the
ground state of a given quantum problem without any
specific bias in dealing with the interacting term. Fur-
thermore, we expect that the finiteness of the system does
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not affect qualitatively the results because the noninter-
acting zigzag and checkerboard states are insulating and
the gap in the energy spectrum leads to short-range quan-
tum correlations that limit the size effects. Still, for the
checkerboard configurations the approach is particularly
suited because we consider the charge as confined in each
spin-polarized island due to the large Hund coupling and
only virtual processes can occur between neighbor blocks.
On the other hand, the symmetry of the zigzag problem
limits the Hilbert space for the computational analysis

as even in the presence of the Coulomb interaction the
total charge is conserved within each zigzag unit. We
focus the analysis on the monolayer system with tetrag-
onal symmetry because it allows to simulate zigzag and
checkerboard with larger size and it is more appropriate
to capture the competition between short zigzag and the
checkerboard states in the regime of doping close to x=0
where the effects of the interorbital interaction are more
relevant. This regime is indeed the case of dense interor-
bital occupation as the number of minority spins for site
is close to one.
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